At zeb we see ourselves as partners for change. Our philosophy and mission are to support clients who
make decisions and foster value creation to shape the future of banking and insurance. We develop visions
and innovative strategies, make them actionable, and put them thoroughly into motion for our clients. We
are not simply satisfied with crafting adequate answers but are driven by the urge to see effective results.
Due to our creativity and independence in terms of ideas and actions, we are able to create new valuesetting standards. We are a 360° management consultancy that revolves around one thing: the success of
our clients.
We are looking for intellectually-curious, open-minded, innovative, analytical, and entrepreneurial people,
who see the “’big picture’”. We are currently hiring for the following position:

Consultant (f/m/d) Banking / Insurance
Strategy
Office: Mailand
YOUR PROFILE:
You have very successfully completed your studies with an MBA, master or doctorate degree
You understand the structures and working approaches of financial services providers or consultancies
from prior training or relevant internships and experiences
You are analytically strong, possess excellent structuring skills and combine strategic thinking with a
high level of implementation expertiseIn project teams, you are inquisitive, a team player, have a
convincing manner, orient your actions towards clients and think in a strategic and creative way
You are fluent in English and Italian, other languages (preferably German) are a plus

< div>We offer flexible starting dates to ambitious university graduates and professionals. Take the
next step in your career with us.

YOUR TASKS:
As a Consultant you work in projects on digitalization, sales, reorganization, merger and integration in
the financial industry
In Strategy & Organization, you review strategies, develop alternatives and implement forward-looking
concepts
You analyze customer needs and prepare your results in a structured, clear and comprehensible manner
By taking on responsibility for own work packages at an early stage you contribute both to project and
your own success
Aside from your project work, you also commit to zeb by providing speeches and articles in recruiting or
innovation management, for example

Ina Flörke
Telefon: +49-251-97128-349
E-Mail: Ina.Floerke@zeb.de
Hammer Str. 165
48153 Münster
URL: https://karriere.zeb.de

